
ZONING CHANGE REVIEW SHEET 
 
CASE NUMBER: C14H-2018-0103 HLC DATE:  September 24, 2018 

    October 22, 2018 

 PC DATE:  November 27, 2018 

    January 8, 2019 

 

APPLICANTS:  William and Nicole Kessler, owners 

 

HISTORIC NAME:  Philip D. Creer House 

 

WATERSHED:  Shoal Creek 

 

ADDRESS OF PROPOSED ZONING CHANGE:  1605 Gaston Avenue 

 

ZONING FROM:  SF-3-NP to SF-3-H-NP 

 

SUMMARY STAFF RECOMMENDATION:  Staff recommends the  proposed zoning change 

from single family residence, neighborhood plan (SF-3-NP) combining district to single 

family residence – Historic Landmark – neighborhood plan (SF-3-H-NP) combining district 

zoning.  While staff is not entirely comfortable setting a precedent for recommending 

landmark designation for houses which have been modified in recent times, the Historic 

Landmark has recommended landmark designation for other houses which have had 

modifications, including the Harry Ransom House in this same neighborhood, which has 

aluminum siding and the removal and relocation of the front door.  In that case, the 

Historic Landmark Commission, as well as staff, felt that the historical associations of the 

house were so significant that the architectural modifications to the house could be 

tolerated.  This house, as was the Harry Ransom House, should be treated as an 

extraordinary circumstance if the Commission decides to recommend historic zoning for the 

property, and if the Council approves historic zoning for this house, to prevent setting an 

example to allow consideration for landmark designation for modified houses that do not 

have the same extraordinary historical significance. 

 

HISTORIC LANDMARK COMMISSION ACTION:  September 24, 2018:  Postponed the 

case to October 22, 2018 to discover historic photographs of the house.  Vote: 8-0 (Brown 

and Hibbs absent).  October 22, 2018:  Recommended the proposed zoning change from SF-

3-NP to SF-3-H-NP. Vote:  7-0 (Reed, Koch, and Myers absent). 

 

PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION:  November 27, 2018:  Recommended the proposed 

zoning change from SF-3-NP to SF-3-H-NP.  Vote:  9-3 (Thompson, Kenny, and Witte 

opposed). December 11, 2018:  Voted to rescind the previous action by the Commission to 

hear new evidence.  Vote:  9-2 (McGraw and de Hoyos-Hart opposed; Kenny absent). 

 

DEPARTMENT COMMENTS:  The house is beyond the bounds of any City survey to date. 

 

CITY COUNCIL DATE:  January 24, 2019   ACTION: 

 

ORDINANCE READINGS: 1ST  2ND 3RD    ORDINANCE NUMBER: 

 

CASE MANAGER:  Steve Sadowsky     PHONE:  974-6454 

 

NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION:  Pemberton Heights Neighborhood Association 
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BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION: 

Architecture:  

The Creer House is a two-story, rectangular-plan, hipped-roof Colonial Revival house that was 

built in 1949.  The house features all of the hallmarks of the Colonial Revival style, with a 

symmetrical composition, 8:8 and 6:6 windows, and a classically-inspired front entry – here, a 

flat-roofed portico with fluted pilasters framing the front door and an oversized lintel with 

dentils.  The front door itself features bull’s-eye glass, another characteristic feature of the 

Colonial Revival style.  The house has had several modifications: the front portico was added to 

the house in 2008; the garage addition, which also modified the original side-gabled 

configuration of the roof to the current hipped roof was constructed in 2016.  Also in the 2016 

modifications, the stone veneer from the front of the house determin4ed to be non-original was 

removed and the house is now clad in cementitious fiberboard. 

The Colonial Revival style first became popular around the turn of the 20th century, and was a 

response to the perceived garishness of late Victorian architecture, as well as the economic 

downturns of the 1890s.  The style began on the East Coast, where many examples of true 

colonial architecture still remained; these colonial houses represented the strength of American 

value systems and hearkened back to a simpler time in a world that was changing very rapidly, 

and not always for the better.  Colonial Revival styled homes became the dominant 

architectural expression in the country during, but especially after the popularity of 

bungalows.  While bungalows were one-story and more modest in their scale and audience, 

Colonial Revival homes were generally two stories and symbolized national ethic, pride, 

strength of historic American architecture. 

Historical Associations: 

This house has had several significant owners in its history, but is primarily associated with 

Philip D. Creer, the dean of the School of Architecture at the University of Texas and the first 

chair of Austin’s Historic Landmark Commission, who bought the property in 1957. 

 

Before Creer came to Austin, however, this house was owned by Werner and Kathleen Perlitz, 

who lived here until around 1954.  Werner Perlitz was the president of Austin’s largest 

veterinary supply house, C.J. Martin and Sons.  It is easy to forget that Austin was once the 

seat of a large agricultural area, including many truck farms, cotton farms, and ranches with 

many different kinds of livestock.  Many early prominent businesses in Austin centered on the 

agricultural needs of the surrounding countryside, including feed stores, seed stores, veterinary 

supply stores, and stores selling agricultural implements.  The dominance of agricultural-

related businesses remained strong in Austin well into the 1950s.  C.J. Martin and Sons was 

one of the older veterinary supply houses, founded in 1883, by Charles J. Martin, and run as a 

family business for several generations.  The company had offices and a factory on E. 4th Street 

and a retail store in the 200 block of E. 6th Street before moving all operations to 413 Chicon 

Street. 
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Story on the history of C.J. Martin and Sons 

Austin American-Statesman, August 14, 1927 
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Interior of C.J. Martin and Sons, ca. 1943 

Courtesy of the University of North Texas Libraries, Portal to Texas History 

 

Werner Perlitz was born in Schulenburg, Texas in 1900 but grew up in Houston.  After he 

finished his schooling, which included a degree in mechanical engineering from Rensselaer 

Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York, he returned to Texas and began working in a 

wholesale grocery business founded by his grandfather in LaGrange.  That business, the 

Schuhmacher Company, had a large office in Austin, and Perlitz moved to Austin in 1932 to 

manage the local office.  After World War II, he returned to Austin and purchased C.J. Martin 

and Sons, which he maintained until 1966.  He and his wife, Kathleen, moved to a house on 

Preston Avenue after living here. 
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Story on the sale of the Schuhmacher Building in Austin by Werner Perlitz 

Austin American-Statesman, May 20, 1956 

 

The next owners of this house were August M. and Doris Michalske, who lived here from 

around 1955 until 1957, when they sold the home to Philip D. and Cleon Creer.  August 

Michalske was born in Cleveland, Ohio, and played football for Penn State in the mid-1920s.  

He then played professional football in New York for a season before signing with the Green 

Bay Packers in 1929.  Michalske led the Packers to three consecutive championships in 1919, 

1930, and 1931, and was known as “Iron Mike” because he was never injured in a game.  After 

8 seasons with the Packers, he went into coaching at various colleges and professional football 

teams, before becoming head coach at Iowa State University from 1942 to 1946.  He came to 

Texas in 1950, as the line coach for Baylor.  He became the line coach for Texas A&M 

University in 1953, and came to Austin in 1955 as an assistant football coach at the University 

of Texas.  He was inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Fame in 1964, and died in Green Bay, 

Wisconsin in 1983. 
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Iron Mike Michalske being considered for the head coaching job at Texas A&M 

Austin Statesman, January 21, 1954 
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Excerpts from the news story on Mike Michalske and Bobby Layne joining head coach Ed Price 

at the University of Texas 

Austin American-Statesman, January 23, 1955 

 

In 1957, Philip D. Creer and his wife, Cleon, purchased this house.  A native of Pennsylvania, 

Creer earned his degree in architecture from the University of Pennsylvania in 1927, and 

began teaching architecture at Penn.  He was hired to lead the architecture program at the 

Rhode Island School of Design in 1933, a position he held until 1956.  He emphasized practical 

experience as an integral part of an architect’s education while at RISD.  He was also a partner 

in the Providence, RI firm of Creer, Kent, Cruise, and Aldrich, designing schools, commercial, 

institutional, and industrial buildings.  His designs for a public housing project was recognized 

by the Public Housing Authority.  Creer also lead the brand-new Historic American Building 

Survey efforts in Rhode Island in the 1930s, and brought an understanding of how, when, and 

why buildings came to be in his documentation and analysis of historic structures. 

 

He left Rhode Island in 1956 to accept the position of dean of the School of Architecture at the 

University of Texas, a position he held until 1967.   He partnered with local Austin architect 

Roland Roessner, known for his mid-century Modern designs.  Creer resigned as dean of the 

School of Architecture in 1967 but continued to teach at the University of Texas for many 

years.  His interest in historic preservation led him to the newly-established City of Austin 

Historic Landmark Commission in 1974.  Creer served as the chair of the Commission for a 

decade, and served on the Commission until 1990.  Under his leadership, the city’s Historic 

Landmark Commission oversaw the genesis of Austin’s historic preservation program, 

addressing rampant losses of historic buildings with landmark designations and the attendant 

property tax incentive for historic preservation.  Creer also served on the Texas Board of 

Architectural Examiners in his later years, as well as on the publication board of The Texas 

Architect, published by the Texas Society of Architects.  He passed away in Austin in 1993. 
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Philip Creer chosen to lead the University of Texas School of Architecture 

Austin Statesman, March 9, 1956 
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Feature story on Philip D. Creer 

Austin American-Statesman, December 17, 1961 
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News story on Creer stepping down from the directorship of UT’s architecture program to 

continue teaching  

Austin Statesman, February 22, 1967 
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Article on Dr. Creer’s East Austin student project 

Austin American-Statesman, September 2, 1973 

 

 

 

PARCEL NO.:  0117021104 

 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION:  E 50FT OF LOT 4 & W 30FT OF LOT 5 BLK 30 PEMBERTON HEIGHTS SEC 10 

  

ESTIMATED ANNUAL TAX ABATEMENT: $8,500 (owner-occupied); city portion: $2,500 

(capped). 

 

APPRAISED VALUE:  $1,865,871 

 

PRESENT USE:  Residence 
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CONDITION:  Excellent 

 

PRESENT OWNERS:   

William and Nicole Kessler 

1605 Gaston Avenue 

Austin, Texas 78703 

 

DATE BUILT:  ca. 1949 

 

ALTERATIONS/ADDITIONS:  The portico was added to the house in 2008; the stone 

veneer on the first floor of the house was removed in 2016 and replaced with cementitious 

fiberboard siding; two-story rear addition constructed in 2016.  Although staff 

recommended against the changes to the house in 2016 at the hearing before the Historic 

Landmark Commission, when the house was under review pursuant to its status as a 

contributing structure in the Old West Austin National Register Historic District, rather 

than as a historic landmark, later evidence shows that the stone veneer was not part of the 

original as-built design of the house, despite the reference in the building permit to stone 

veneer on the house.  The 1962 Sanborn map, while showing masonry veneers on the 

adjacent houses, does not show the same for this house, indicating that the veneer was a 

later alteration; further, there was siding under the veneer, indicating that the veneer was 

a later alteration.  If the veneer was part of the original design of the house, it would not 

have been applied over siding, as was done here. 

 

 
The 1961 Sanborn map shows the house without the current portico, but also without the 

notation that the house has the stone veneer, as is shown for other houses on the street, 

primarily 1601 and 1603 Gaston Avenue. 
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ORIGINAL OWNER(S):  Werner J. and Kathleen Perlitz (1949) 

 

OTHER HISTORICAL DESIGNATIONS:   Contributing to the Old West Austin National 

Register Historic District. 

 

 
Building permit to Werner J. Perlitz for the construction of this house (1949) 

 

 
Photo of the front of the house (2008) 
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2014 photograph of the house showing the stone veneer and the portico added in 2008 

 

 
Current appearance of the house (2018) 
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LOCATION MAP 

 




